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Thermodynamics of tin clusters
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We report the results of detailed thermodynamic investigations of the Sn20 cluster using density-functional
molecular dynamics. These simulations have been performed over a temperature range of 150 to 3000 K, with
a total simulation time of order 1 ns. The prolate ground state and low-lying isomers consist of two tricapped
trigonal prism~TTP! units stacked end to end. The ionic specific heat, calculated via a multihistogram fit,
shows a small peak around 500 K and a shoulder around 850 K. The main peak occurs around 1200 K, about
700 K higher than the bulk melting temperature, but significantly lower than that for Sn10. The main peak is
accompanied by a sharp change in the prolate shape of the cluster due to the fusion of the two TTP units to
form a compact, near spherical structure with a diffusive liquidlike ionic motion. The small peak at 500 K is
associated with rearrangement processes within the TTP units, while the shoulder at 850 K corresponds to
distortion of at least one TTP unit, preserving the overall prolate shape of the cluster. At all temperatures
observed, the bonding remains covalent.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.235413 PACS number~s!: 31.15.Qg, 36.40.Sx, 36.40.Ei, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters of the semiconducting group IV elements are
teresting not only for their potential technological applic
tions, but also from a fundamental point of view. Small clu
ters of Si, Ge, and Sn have an unusual size-depen
structural evolution. Ion mobility measurements1–4 revealed
that for small sizes the clusters are prolate, with aspect ra
up to three, but undergo a rearrangement to a more com
spherical form at a size of a few tens. The rearrangemen
rather abrupt for Si and Ge, but more gradual for S
Density-functional theory~DFT! studies of ground-state
structures5–11 and optical response12 confirmed the prolate
shape of the small sizes and showed further that many o
ground-state structures in this size range contain the
capped trigonal prism~TTP! unit, a nine-atom unit consisting
of a triangular prism capped by one atom on each of the th
side faces.

Recently, interest was focused on the thermodynamic
the prolate Sn clusters after Shvartsburg and Jarrold13 found
evidence, based on measurements of ionic mobility,
these clusters remain solidlike at temperatures up to at l
50 K higher than the melting point of bulk Sn@Tm(bulk)
5505 K#. This is the only example so far observed of
small particle melting at a higher temperature than the b
It contradicts the standard paradigm, based on thermo
namic arguments, that a cluster should melt at a lower t
perature than the bulk because of the effect of the clu
surface.14–16 Many examples of a melting-point depressi
for clusters of mesoscopic size~greater than a few thousan
atoms! have been demonstrated experimentally,16,17 and re-
cently a depression was also observed for small Na clus
in the size range of 50 to 200.18

There have been a few DFT studies that have implicati
for the thermodynamics of Sn clusters. Luet al.19 carried out
simulated-annealing studies of SnN clusters (N<13), within
0163-1829/2003/67~23!/235413~8!/$20.00 67 2354
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the local-density approximation~LDA !, in which the clusters
were cooled from a random atomic configuration at 1980
down to 0 K in 22 ps. Byfollowing the root-mean-square
atomic displacements as a function of time, they found t
the final ground-state geometries were reached roughly
way through the annealing process, at about 1000 K, for
<N<13. Majumder et al.11 calculated energies of som
low-lying isomeric structures within the generalized gradie
approximation ~GGA! for the exchange-correlation func
tional, and pointed out that the binding energy per atom w
unusually high, only about 11% less than that of the bu
Finally, we studied the thermodynamics of the Sn10 cluster,20

the smallest Sn cluster whose ground state displays the
unit. Using DFT within LDA, we found the TTP unit to
break up for temperatures of about 1600 K or higher, yie
ing a broad peak in the canonical specific heat around 2
K.

In this paper, we revisit the thermodynamics of Sn clu
ters in greater detail. Prolate structures are identified in
mobility experiments by having a smaller mobility than
spherical structure. Shvartsburg and Jarrold13 observed that
the mobility of SnN

1 clusters (10&N&30) remained small
even at 50 K above the bulk melting point. They argued th
if the clusters had melted, they would have collapsed t
more compact, spherical form, observable by an increas
mobility, contrary to the actual observation. Now, the clus
Sn10, which we studied earlier,20 contains just one TTP uni
and already has a compact structure both in its ground s
and in high-temperature liquidlike states. Thus one wo
not expect to be able to detect its melting in a mobility e
periment. We have therefore extended our methods to tre
cluster of twice the size, Sn20. In its ground state, Sn20 has a
prolate structure, with an aspect ratio of about 2.5, consis
of two TTP units stacked end to end. In this paper we stu
the structural rearrangements, caloric curve, and electr
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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properties of this prolate cluster, and contrast the results w
those of Sn10.

As in our earlier paper,20 we use ab initio Born-
Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, within the LDA of DF
and norm-conserving pseudopotentials. This first-princip
treatment of electronic structure is highly desirable, since
directional covalent bonding in small Sn clusters would
hard to describe reliably by a parametrized potential, sim
taneously for the ground state and for the higher-lying i
mers and liquidlike forms crucial for understanding the me
ing properties. Despite the computational expense
ab initio approaches, we obtain a sufficiently long statisti
sampling of the ionic phase space as to converge the can
cal specific heat to of order 10%, as extracted from a mu
histogram fit. Ourtotal sampling time is of order 1 ns. W
believe that this statistical convergence criterion on the s
cific heat gives us a good sampling of the various dynam
and rearrangement processes of the cluster as a functio
temperature.

As we shall see, the Sn20 cluster undergoes a number
dynamical processes as a function of temperature. On
these is a collapse of the prolate structure toward a m
spherical, disordered structure. This collapse, which is
point where an increase in ionic mobility would be observ
occurs about 700 K above the bulk melting point in our LD
model. Thus our calculations confirm, and explain, the
perimentally observed stability of the prolate form at 50
above the bulk melting point.13 However, at lower tempera
tures, of order the bulk melting point or lower, we also find
large number of dynamical processes that lead to a perm
tional rearrangement of the atoms of the cluster, but wh
preserve the overall prolate shape and would therefore
unobservable in a mobility measurement.

Since we perform DFT calculations of electronic structu
for every ionic configuration in our thermal ensembles,
can also study electronic properties as a function of temp
ture. Noting that solid bulk Sn undergoes a phase transi
at 286 K between a low-temperature covalent form an
higher-temperature metallic form, we examine the bond
characteristics of the various isomers of Sn20 using the elec-
tron localization function21 ~ELF!. The bonding is found to
be predominantly covalent at all temperatures conside
However, the gap between the highest occupied molec
orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~HOMO-
LUMO gap! is reduced dramatically during the collapse
the prolate structure. Finally, although we study only
clusters in this paper, we expect that a large number of
results would be qualitatively similar for Si and Ge cluste
since the structure and bonding of these clusters is simila
those of Sn.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
briefly our computational and statistical approaches. Res
for the structural, caloric, and electronic properties are gi
in Sec. III, and the conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All the calculations have been performed using the Ko
Sham formulation of density-functional molecular dynam
23541
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~MD!,22 using the nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopot
tials of Bacheletet al.23 in Kleinman-Bylander form24 with
the Ceperley-Alder25 exchange-correlation functional. W
use a cubic supercell of length 40 a.u. with an energy cu
of 16.3 Ry, which is found to provide a convergence of t
total electronic energy of better than 1026 a.u. To have a
sufficiently precise evaluation of the Hellmann-Feynm
forces on the ions, we ensure that the residual norm of e
KS orbital, defined asuHKSc i2e ic i u2 (e i being the eigen-
value corresponding to eigenstatec i of the KS Hamiltonian
HKS), was maintained at 1029 a.u. The ground state an
other equilibrium structures have been found by carrying
several steepest-descent runs starting from structures ch
periodically from a high-temperature simulation.

The ionic phase space is sampled by isokinetic MD,26 in
which the kinetic energy is held constant using velocity sc
ing. We split the temperature range 150 K<T<3000 K into
about 30 different constant temperatures, performing up
40 ps of simulation for each. We observe no evaporation
the time scale of our simulations, and therefore a reflec
container~often used with classical potentials! is not explic-
itly required. Following the multiple-histogram~MH!
method,27 we then extract the classical ionic density of sta
V(E) of the system, or equivalently the classical ionic e
tropy S(E)5kB ln V(E). With S(E) in hand, one can evalu
ate thermodynamic averages in a variety of ensemb
We focus in this work on the ionic specific heat and t
caloric curve. In the canonical ensemble, the specific h
is defined as usual byC(T)5]U(T)/]T, where U(T)
5*Ep(E,T)dE is the average total energy, and where t
probability of observing an energyE at a temperatureT is
given by the Gibbs distribution p(E,T)5V(E)
exp(2E/kBT)/Z(T), with Z(T) the normalizing canonical par
tition function. In the microcanonical ensemble, the tempe
ture T(E) at energyE is defined following the thermody
namic definition as T(E)5@]S(E)/]E#21. The
microcanonical specific heat is then defined asC(E)
5@]T(E)/]E#21. More details of the extraction of thermo
dynamic averages can be found in our earlier work.28

The nature of the bonding can be investigated using
ELF ~Ref. 21! along with the charge density. Such ELF ha
been found to be extremely useful for elucidating the bo
ing characteristics of a variety of systems, especially in c
junction with the charge density. For a single determinan
wavefunction built from KS orbitalsc i , the ELF is defined
as

xELF5@11~D/Dh!2#21, ~1!

where

Dh5~3/10!~3p2!5/3r5/3, ~2!

D5~1/2!(
i

u“c i u22~1/8!u“ru2/r, ~3!

with r[r(r ) the valence-electron density. A value ofxELF
near 1 represents a perfect localization of the valence e
tron density.21
3-2
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We begin our discussion by presenting some equilibri
geometries of Sn20 ~shown in Fig. 1!. We distinguish two
broad classes of equilibrium structures: one@Fig. 1~a!# where
all the structures have a prolate shape and show the pres
of two distinct TTP units, but differ in the relative orientatio
of the TTP units, and a second one@Fig. 1~b!# with nonpro-
late, compact geometries indicating that the TTP units h
lost their identity. In Fig. 1~c!, we also show a typical inter
mediate structure in which only one of the TTP units has l
its identity, but which is still prolate. The most symmetr
structure~proposed as the ground state in Ref. 11! is slightly
higher in energy than our lowest-energy structure. The o
difference in these two structures is the relative orientation
the TTP units. Evidently, changes in the relative orientat
of the TTP units give rise to several low-lying isomers@two
of which are shown in Fig. 1~a!# having excitation energie
of order 0.01 eV per atom relative to the ground state. I
also interesting to note that a recent study29 has found the
most stable structure of Si20 to be very similar to that for
Sn20 found in the present work.

In Fig. 1~b!, we have shown two nonprolate equilibriu
geometries having a difference in binding energy with
spect to the ground state of about 0.1 eV per atom. Th
nonprolate structures are somewhat disordered, altho
some basic units such as tetrahedra, trigonal prisms, pen
nal bipyramids, etc., may be observed. The equilibri
structure shown in Fig. 1~c! is an intermediate structure ob

FIG. 1. ~a! Some prolate equilibrium geometries having tw
distinct TTP units. The structure on the left is the lowest-ene
structure found.~b! Nonprolate equilibrium structures found at hig
temperatureT.1250 K. ~c! Structure observed during the trans
tion from prolate to nonprolate aroundT51250 K. The excitation
energy relative to the ground state is shown asDE, in units of eV
per atom.
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served during the transition from prolate to nonprolate.
this geometry, one TTP unit is intact while the other is co
pletely destroyed. This structure is 0.075 eV higher in bin
ing energy per atom compared to the ground state.

It is of considerable interest to investigate the nature
bonding in the Sn20 cluster. It may be recalled that at room
temperature bulk Sn exists in a metallic phase~white tin!,
while in our previous work20 we have shown Sn10 to be a
covalently bonded cluster. Therefore, although we expect
bonding within a TTP unit in Sn20 to be covalent, it is inter-
esting to examine the bonding between the TTP units. In F
2 we show isosurfaces of the ELF taken at two differe
values ofxELF for a typical prolate structure. Recall that
higher value of the ELF, approaching unity, indicates a loc
ized distribution of valence electrons. We note that the i
surface for the higher valuexELF50.7, shown in Fig. 2~a!,
connects the Sn ions within each TTP unit along the l
joining them, implying that the ions within each TTP unit a
covalently bonded. However, this higher-value isosurface
the ELF does not connect the two different TTP units. T
bonds between the two TTP units are only observed a
rather lower ELF valuexELF'0.55, shown in Fig. 2~b!. Evi-
dently the two TTP units are weakly bonded to each ot
compared to the bonding within a TTP unit. This leads to
number of low-lying isomers with nearly degenerate en
gies, of which some are shown in Fig. 1~a!, and which as
noted above differ in the relative orientation of the TT
units.

y

FIG. 2. Isosurfaces of the electron localization functionxELF for
a low-lying prolate form of Sn20 containing two TTP units.~a!
xELF50.7, ~b! xELF50.55 ~Ref. 30!.
3-3
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Turning to the canonical ionic specific heat~shown in Fig.
3!, we note some interesting features. First, the main pea
the specific heat occurs around 1200 K, much higher than
bulk melting point ~505 K!. Second, there is also a sma
peak around 500 K and a shoulder around 800 K. Note t
although the multihistogram method27 yields a smooth inter-
polation, the whole specific-heat curve is in fact subject t
statistical error. An informal estimate of this error may
made by recalculating the curve with only a subset of
data~for instance, with just the last 20 ps of each run at ea
temperature! and noting the typical fluctuations. In this wa
we find that the positions of peaks on the curve are stabl
within about 100 K, and that the peak heights are stable
within up to 10%.

The specific-heat features can be explained by examin
the microscopic processes as a function of temperature
low temperatures~below 400 K!, the only motion observed
is a change in the relative orientation of the two TTP un
which spans the class of low-lying isomers@Fig. 1~a!# having
two distinct TTP units. However, at around 500 K, the ato
within each TTP unit start to rearrange themselves in suc
way that the TTP structure remains intact, but undergoe
reshuffling of at least three atoms in every rearrangem
including an interchange of capping atoms with atoms of
trigonal prism core. This process is similar to the one o
served in Sn10.20 Since this rearrangement does not dist
the TTP unit, the shape of the cluster remains prolate.
distortion of the TTP units themselves begins around 800
Starting at this temperature, we observe that at least on
the TTP units may be seriously distorted at various points
the dynamics, to the extent of losing its identity. The onse
these processes at 500 and 800 K is responsible for the
tures seen in the canonical specific-heat curve.

This is also reflected in the potential-energy distributio
~PED’s! for these temperatures. In Fig. 4, we show norm
ized PED’s for a series of temperatures starting at 400 K
going up to about 1300 K. Let us recall that the PEDp(E,T)
at temperatureT follows the Gibbs distributionp(E,T)
5V(E)exp(2E/kBT)/Z(T), whereZ(T) is the canonical par-
tition function andV(E) is the density of accessible state

FIG. 3. Canonical specific heat of Sn20 cluster. C05(3N
29/2)kB is the zero-temperature classical limit of the rotation
plus vibrational canonical specific heat~Ref. 28!. The error bars
indicate the approximate level of statistical uncertainty on
curve; peak positions are stable to within about 100 K~see text for
further details!.
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An examination of Fig. 4 reveals a slight relative broaden
of the PED around 800 K, indicating that other modes
excitation are also available at this temperature, apart fr
the relative orientation of the TTP units and the internal
arrangements within the TTP units that take place at low
temperatures. This broadening is reflected in the ionic s
cific heat as a shoulder around 800 K.

As the temperature rises above 800 K, the relative mot
between the two TTP units becomes more vigorous. The T
units, apart from undergoing internal distortion, also start
come sufficiently close to one another as to initiate the
change of atoms. This process ultimately leads at about 1
K to the collapse of the prolate structure toward a more co
pact structure such as those shown in Fig. 1~b!. In fact, in the
temperature range 1200 to 1300 K, we occasionally obse
that the collapsed structure reforms into a prolate struct
Thus the time scale at these temperatures for ‘‘hopping’’
tween a prolate and a more compact structure is of the s
order of magnitude as that of our sampling runs, nam
about 40 ps. To summarize, there are three main mode
ionic motion observed during our simulations up to 1200
~i! changes in the relative orientation of two Sn10 units, ~ii !
an internal rearrangement of ions within each TTP unit, o
served after 500 K, and~iii ! the distortion of at least one TTP
unit accompanied by the interchange of atoms between
two TTP units, observed after 800 K, leading ultimately
the fusion of the TTP units and a shape change at 1200

Since it is the collapse of a prolate shape towards a m
spherical shape that causes a change in the diffusion co
cient in an ion mobility experiment,13 it is interesting to in-
vestigate these shape changes more explicitly. In Fig. 5,
show the thermally averaged value of the deformation co
ficient epro, calculated for temperatures ranging from 200
3000 K, and averaged over 35 ps for each temperature. F
given ionic configuration,epro is defined as

l

e

FIG. 4. Normalized potential-energy distributions for 400
1375 K. The distributions are obtained from the actual data of
isokinetic sampling run at the kinetic temperature shown, but h
been smoothed to suppress fluctuations and make the figure cle
3-4
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epro5
2Q1

Q21Q3
, ~4!

whereQ1>Q2>Q3 are the eigenvalues, in descending
der, of the quadrupole tensor

Qi j 5(
I

RIi RI j . ~5!

Here i and j run from 1 to 3,I runs over the number of ions
and RIi is the ith coordinate of ionI relative to the cluster
center of mass. We note thatepro will be unity for a spherical
cluster and greater than unity for prolate deformations.
very low temperatures, we see thatepro'6, corresponding to
the ground-state structure in Fig. 1~a!, which can be regarded
roughly as having a uniaxial prolate deformation with asp
ratio Aepro'2.5. This value ofepro is maintained until abou
800 K, where fluctuations are observed, corresponding to
distortion of one or both TTP units, as described abo
However, the cluster still maintains an overall prolate sha
until about 1250 K, when there is a very sharp drop inepro
toward a value of about 2 to 3, which is maintained up
temperatures of 3000 K or more. This drop corresponds
the fusion of the two TTP units to give the more spheri
shapes shown in Fig. 1~b!.

In discussions of cluster ‘‘melting’’ phenomena, it is ofte
useful to consider the root-mean-square bond-length fluc
tion d r.m.s., defined as

d r.m.s.5
2

N~N21! (
I .J

~^RIJ
2 & t2^RIJ& t

2!1/2

^RIJ& t
, ~6!

where N is the number of ions in the system,RIJ is the
distance between ionsI and J, and ^•••& t denotes a time
average over the entire trajectory. The calculatedd r.m.s. is
shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the traditional L
demann criterion ofd r.m.s.50.1 signaling bulk melting is

FIG. 5. The coefficientepro @see Eq.~4!# describing the degree
of prolate deformation of the cluster as a function of temperat
Note the significant decrease around 1250 K.
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reached quite early, around 650 K. This happens beca
d r.m.s. is sensitive to the permutational rearrangement of io
within a TTP unit that occurs at these temperatures. T
highlights the difficulty of giving a precise definition o
‘‘melting’’ in a small cluster. In the temperature range 400
1300 K, Sn20 undergoes a series of complex rearrangem
processes. In some sense, an individual TTP unit could
said to have melted already at 500 K, since after a su
ciently long time the reshuffling motion found at this tem
perature allows ions to permute throughout a TTP unit. Af
about 800 K, when movement of ions between the two T
units becomes possible, ions can permute throughout
whole cluster. However, the dominant peak in the spec
heat and the collapse of the overall prolate shape of the c
ter do not occur until 1200 K. Note that a small step ind r.m.s.
can also be observed near 1250 K, corresponding to
collapse. In this final, collapsed state, for temperatures
1300 K and upwards, the ionic motion is diffusive and t
cluster has a highly liquidlike character.

The canonical and microcanonical caloric curves
shown in Fig. 7. The canonical curve shows a mild kin

.
FIG. 6. The root-mean-square bond-length fluctuationd r.m.s.@Eq.

~6!# of Sn20.

FIG. 7. The canonical~solid line! and microcanonical~dashed!
caloric curves for Sn20. In the microcanonical case, the temperatu
is defined asT(E)5@]S(E)/]E#21 for excitation energyE. In the
canonical case, the temperature is the heat-bath temperature
the excitation energy is the thermally averaged excitation energ
3-5
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extending across the temperature range 800 to 1400 K,
responding to the peak in the canonical specific heat in
3. The microcanonical curve has a somewhat more dist
step around 1250 K, but the curve does not develop a
bend, as is theoretically possible in the microcanoni
ensemble.31 No S bend was observed either for Sn10 in our
previous work using the same LDA model.20 As is well
known, S bends for the solidlike to liquidlike transition
clusters typically occur only for special sizes, such as
complete Mackay icosahedra for the Lennard-Jo
potential.27 Corresponding to the absence of an S bend in
caloric curve, the microcanonical specific heatC(E), shown
in Fig. 8, is everywhere finite and positive in the ener
range studied. The curveC(E) shows the same basic fea
tures as the canonical curveC(T) in Fig. 3, but with higher
resolution. In particular, the shoulder at 800 K and the m
peak at 1200 K inC(T) become clearly resolved inC(E) as
a small peak at an excitation energyE50.22 eV per atom
and a dominant peak at 0.36 eV per atom, respectively. T
allows an extraction of the effective ‘‘latent heat’’L for the
collapse of the prolate formL'0.042 eV per atom, taken t
be the area under the main peak inC(E) and above a line
joining the points on theC(E) curve at E50.3 and E
50.42 eV per atom.

Interestingly, the collapse of the prolate form around 12
K is accompanied by a rather drastic reduction in
HOMO-LUMO gap. In Fig. 9, we show the thermal avera
~taken over 7.5 ps! of the HOMO-LUMO gap as a function
of temperature. The gap, which is fairly constant at ab
0.036 a.u. up to 1200 K, drops sharply by almost a facto
4 around 1250 K, and continues to decrease as the temp
ture rises further. At first sight, it is tempting to interpret th
reduction in the gap as related to the change in the natur
bonding from covalent to delocalized metallic.

To investigate this point in more detail, we have examin
the eigenvalue spectrum of a typical prolate and nonpro
structure, along with an analysis of the number of nea
neighbors of these structures. Although the nonprolate st
ture is more compact, the average number of nearest ne
bors in both the prolate and nonprolate structures is alm
the same. However, in the case of nonprolate structures
bond angles are not optimal, resulting in strained bonds.

FIG. 8. The microcanonical specific heat for Sn20. For C0, see
caption to Fig. 3.
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These strained bonds can be considered to introduce d
der, which spreads out the energy levels by lifting degene
cies and splitting groupings of energy levels. This is evid
from the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue spectrum~shown in Fig.
10! of a prolate and nonprolate structure. Although the to
occupied bandwidth is almost the same, the eigenvalue s
trum of the prolate structure shows distinct bands, in cont
to the spread-out eigenvalue spectrum of the nonpro
structure, leading to the observed substantial reduction in
HOMO-LUMO gap. To demonstrate that this reduction
the HOMO-LUMO gap is due to the disorder in the syste
and not to a change in the nature of the bonding, we h
also examined the ELF of some randomly chosen hi
temperature nonprolate structures. An isosurface of the E
for one of these structures is shown in Fig. 11 at a va
xELF50.7. Quite clearly, there is a significant localization
electron density between nearest neighbors, and the bon
is covalent.

FIG. 10. The eigenvalue spectrum for~a! the ground state and
~b! a nonprolate structure occurring at high temperature. The ar
indicates 40th state.

FIG. 9. The HOMO-LUMO gap, averaged over 7.5 ps, as
function of temperature.
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It is interesting to note that, although in Sn20 the dominant
peak in the specific heat occurs at a much higher tempera
~1250 K! than the bulk melting point~505 K!, the peak for
Sn10 occurs at a still higher temperature~2300 K!.20 To un-
derstand this, we note some features of the two clusters.10
contains one TTP unit, whereas Sn20 contains two. Although
the nature of the bonding within each TTP unit is covalent
Sn20 the two TTP units are weakly bonded to each oth
When ions acquire sufficient kinetic energy, they can cr
from one TTP unit to the other, and the two TTP units in S20
lose their separate identity. That is, the presence of ano
TTP unit provides an extra channel for ions to move.
Sn10, the main peak in the specific heat is associated with
breaking of covalent bonds within the TTP unit. In futu
work, it will be interesting to investigate the transition fro
a prolate ground state to a nonprolate ground state as a f
tion of cluster size.

Finally, we should mention that there will be some unc
tainty in the melting temperature due to the approximatio
in our DFT treatment, notably our choices of functional~here
in the LDA! and pseudopotential. To have some idea of
level of possible error, we give in Table I the excitation e
ergiesDE ~relative to the ground state! of two isomers from
Fig. 1 that are involved in the collapse of the prolate for
These excitation energies are given by two further DFT m
els: the GGA and the LDA, each computed using theVASP

code32 with ultrasoft pseudopotentials. We note that the LD
gives DE about 5% larger than the GGA. Comparing t

FIG. 11. Isosurface of the electron localization functionxELF for
a randomly chosen high-temperature structure of Sn20. xELF50.7
and the structure is shown in the inset
.

TABLE I. Excitation energies~eV per atom! relative to the
ground state for two of the isomers in Fig. 1;L is that in Fig. 1~b!
on the left andP is that in Fig. 1~c!. Calculations are performed
with the VASP code~Ref. 32! using ultrasoft pseudopotentials in th
LDA and GGA.

Isomer LDA GGA

L 0.0898 0.0874
P 0.0676 0.0605
23541
re

n

n
r.
s

er

e

nc-

-
s

e
-

.
-

LDA values in Table I with our LDA energies in Fig. 1
which assume a different pseudopotential, we see fur
shifts of order 5%. Calculations we have performed for oth
isomers~not shown! show similar shifts. Now, the tempera
ture for the main peak in the specific heat is likely to
controlled by the excitation energies of isomers visited j
before and after the collapse of the prolate structure, suc
those shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. Assuming the uncertainty
in the position of the main peak to be given by the unc
tainty in DE for such isomers, which is overall about 15%
we infer an uncertainty of roughly 200 K in this peak pos
tion. Thus, the collapse of the prolate structure is likely
occur well above the bulk melting temperature independe
of this source of uncertainty.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The presentab initio simulations on Sn20, along with ear-
lier work on Sn10,20 provide insights and an explanation o
the higher-than-bulk ‘‘melting point’’ observed
experimentally.13 There are two basic reasons for this beha
ior: ~i! the covalent nature of the Sn-Sn bond in the clus
compared to the metallic bonding of bulk Sn at room te
perature and~ii ! the special stability of the TTP unit. We als
note that the ‘‘melting’’ of a cluster as detected in an io
mobility experiment is specifically associated with the c
lapse of the prolate cluster shape, which requires a colla
of the TTP units themselves. Although many rearrangem
processes can occur at lower temperatures, the dominant
ture of the specific heat~or caloric curve! for both Sn10 and
Sn20 is associated with the break up of the TTP structure
the cluster containing one TTP unit, Sn10, the TTP unit
breaks up at higher temperature, since the only processes
destroy the TTP unit are the ones that break the bonds. As
size increases, for example Sn20, containing two TTP units,
the collapse of the two TTP units leading to a compact cl
ter is aided by a relative motion between them, and occur
a much lower temperature than the break up of the TTP
for Sn10.

In a general way, in a prolate cluster there will be a co
petition between the covalent bonding, which tends to fa
stacks of TTP units, and the surface energy, which tend
favor more spherical structures. Our calculations reveal
for Sn20 the surface energy does not become the domin
factor until temperatures of about 1200 K. It is reasonable
expect that as the cluster size increases, the temperatur
the collapse of the prolate structure will reduce further, un
eventually the ground state structure itself is no longer p
late, as observed experimentally.
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